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beautifully hand-crafted,
eco-friendly homes
created to your own personal specification
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our passion
Here at Canada Wood our passion for log construction
is irrepressible. We believe that it is the future of prefabricated, low-carbon buildings with the flexibility of
tailor making your own personal dream.
Our log homes are extremely affordable and durable. A
building that can take just 12 weeks to construct can last a
lifetime. Each hand-crafted log home is created to your own
personal specification, and because of the construction
technique will give the building optimal strength.

time & care
We have our own well managed forest from which we
take time and care to hand pick timber for a project. We
can choose from a range of different species such as
Douglas Fir, Larch and Spruce, which will be hand felled,
peeled, fully scribed and constructed at Canada Wood,
ready for transportation and rebuilding on site.

created to your own
personal specification
At Canada Wood we will transform your dream into reality, we are
the craftsmen who carve the best of what the forests can offer into
a work of art that will be treasured for generations to come.
Residential Log Homes

Garden Furniture

Home Offices

Gazebo's

Holiday Cabins

Outdoor Kitchens

Fishing Lodges

Summer Houses

Shops

our services
Canada Wood can provide a complete package of services to cover all
aspects of design and build or we can take a project to an agreed
level, allowing you to finish the build with your chosen contractors.
We can provide:
Architect Design
Planning Applications
Project Management
Groundwork and foundation preparation
Interior fix
We can help you with any aspect of work on your project, please to
discuss your specific requirements.

log building benefits
The natural beauty of wood
Superior craftsmanship
Energy efficient, thanks to their thermal mass
Low carbon
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the

new forest
beautifully hand-crafted, eco-friendly cabins
created to your own personal specification

the

new forest
A lavish pool house doubles as luxurious guest accommodation or
an outdoor office. The symmetry and design of this build adds to
its elegance. With elevated views looking out on to a scenic lake
it makes for a truly relaxing retreat. This build sits on block and
beam foundations, we chose a matching facebrick to
complement the existing main house. This cabin was constructed
with shorter logs which allowed for a more intricate wall layout.
Being hand crafted in a natural log allows the build to blend in
perfectly yet is substantial enough to give a real sense of
permanence.
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Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 07982 657961 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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the

norfolk
beautifully hand-crafted, eco-friendly cabins
created to your own personal specification

the

norfolk
A truly impressive home, both functional and aesthetically

living in your own log home. Our log homes can be delivered

pleasing this log home shows real traditional spirit mixed with

anywhere in Europe and re-erected by the same craftsmen that

contemporary design, log homes have evolved into beautiful

scribed them here in the UK, giving you a personal experience

modern living spaces. The Norfolk is the perfect example of a

throughout the process.

unique and elaborate design which conforms to your own
personal needs and expectations. The Norfolk reaches a 92% zero

The Norfolk is treated with Cutek, a product we recommend all

carbon rating, and if fitted with solar panels would achieve a

our log homes to be treated with, it comes in a variety of colours

100% rating, something that we would all like to strive to achieve

and preserves and enhances the natural character and beauty of

within the construction industry. If necessary we have a range of

the wood. Cutek can be purchased through Canada Wood. When

architects, energy consultants and structural engineers to help

built these handcrafted log homes stand as a testament to the

you to realise your dream and make it the reality of owning and

timeless beauty and warmth of wood.
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Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 07982 657961 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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the

shropshire
beautifully hand-crafted, eco-friendly cabins
created to your own personal specification

the

shropshire
Full scribing is an age old method of construction and has stood

make for a real authentic feel but can also be broken up by using

the test of time and continues to remain a classic form of

subdividing stud walls, these can help to lighten the interior

building, bringing nature back in to architecture. These mobile

leaving a rustic decor which is casual, yet romantic. These types

log homes are hand crafted in top grade Larch or Douglas Fir, we

of builds are the easiest to obtain planning permission for,

personally select the trees which are hand felled during the

especially if replacing a mobile home as they conform to the

winter months to reduce the amount of sap. The life span of these

mobile home regulations. A 60ft by 22ft home will accommodate 2

homes is 200 years and can be enjoyed for generation after

or 3 bedrooms and make an ideal family home. Windows and doors

generation, there are many ways of finishing the roof for the

are an important stage within your build, the right combination of

home; choose from shingle, turf or peg tiles although slate is the

colour, style and size will enhance your homes appearance, this is

most popular. All the homes are laid out to your personal

why here at Canada Wood we have our own in-house joiners who

specification and are spacious inside. Standard internal log walls

hand craft all windows and doors in a choice of timber.
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Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 07982 657961 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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the

windsor
beautifully hand-crafted, eco-friendly cabins
created to your own personal specification

the

windsor
A simply stunning example of what can be achieved with a log
cabin. This cabin houses a restaurant that looks out on to a lake,
the beautiful views can be enjoyed throughout the year with a
large decked terrace area, which also allows for alfresco dining in
the warmer months. As with all our log cabins they can be
delivered anywhere throughout Europe and re-erected by the
same team that hand scribed them in Devon.
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Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 07982 657961 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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the

summer house
beautifully hand-crafted, eco-friendly cabins
created to your own personal specification

the

summer house
Using the classic elegance of real log craftsmanship we can
create a show stopper of a summer house. No matter what size
your cabin is to be or for what purpose, log cabins will never lose
their sense of allure, they remain an appealing place to relax and
enjoy, built in Spruce sourced from our own fully sustainably
managed forest in Devon, your cabin will make the ideal extra
room, study, office or simply an extra space for your family to
enjoy for generations to come.
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Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 07982 657961 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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www.canadawood.co.uk

for further enquiries
Canada Wood, Easter Hall Park, Petrockstow, Hatherleigh, Devon EX20 3HP
Tel: 01837 810380 | email: info@canadawood.co.uk
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